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2 Quality  DI

Is rooted in meaningful curriculum.

Ensuring an environment that actively supports students in the
work of learning (mindset, connections, community),

Absolute clarity about a powerful learning destination—
(KUDs, engagement, understanding),

Persistently knowing where students are in relation to the
destination all along the way (pre- & formative 

assessment—assessment for learning)

Adjusting teaching to make sure each student arrives at the
destination and, when possible, moves beyond it
(addressing readiness, interest, learning
profile)

Effective leadership & management of  flexible classroom routines.
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Likely KUDs for 
the Science Lesson

KNOW
ecosystem, perspective, personal
lens, stakeholder lens, system
culture,  persuasive  writing….

UNDERSTAND
People’s  contexts  shape  their  perspectives  on  events  and  information.
Science is part of a social system and is dependent on that system for its impact.

DO
Use scientific data to make decisions
Construct a logical argument using persuasive writing
Work collaboratively to solve problems

Planet MI Task
V/L

Write a story 
about your 
planet

L/M

Make a 
chart that 
compares 
your planet 
to Earth

M/R

Make up a 
song about 
your planet

B/K

Make up or 
adapt a 
game about 
your planet 
(Saturn ring-
toss, etc.)

Beware of Twinky DI
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Teachers Must Distinguish 
Between:

Enduring       
Understandings

Important to Know and Do

Worth Being Familiar With
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Humans are born asking 
a question,

And die asking the 
same question.

The disciplines were created to answer that 
question:

“What is life and who am I in it?”
Realms of Meaning
Phil Phenix
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Planning a Focused Curriculum 
Means –at the Very Least—Clarity 
About  What  Students  Should  …

KNOW
– Facts
– Vocabulary
– Definitions• UNDERSTAND

– Principles/ 
generalizations

– Big ideas of the 
discipline

• BE ABLE TO DO
–Processes
–Skills

KNOW

Facts, names, dates, places, information

• There are 50 states in the US
• Thomas Jefferson
• 1492
• The Continental Divide
• The multiplication tables
• Procedural  information  (how  to…)
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BE ABLE TO DO
Skills (basic skills, skills of the discipline, skills of 

independence, social skills, skills of production)
Verbs or phrases (not the whole activity)

– Analyze
– Solve a problem to find perimeter
– Write a well supported argument
– Evaluate work according to specific criteria
– Contribute to the success of a group or team
– Use graphics to represent data appropriately

UNDERSTAND
Essential truths that give meaning to the topic 
Stated as a full sentence 
Begin  with,  “I  want  students  to  understand  
THAT…”  (not  HOW…  or  WHY…  or  WHAT)

– Multiplication is another way to do addition.
– People migrate to meet basic needs.
– Art is deception.
– All cultures contain the same elements.
– Entropy and enthalpy are competing 

forces in the natural world.
– Voice reflects the author.
_ Angles are measures of turning.
_ Geography is destiny.
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Teaching and Learning for 
Understanding

Acquire
important 

knowledge  and 
skills

Make 
Meaning
of “big ideas”

Transfer 
learning to new 

situations

Wiggins & McTighe 2011

Learning to Drive:  An Analogy
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Examples of Essential Knowledge for Learning to Drive

• Rules of the road 

• Meanings of road signs

• Operational parts of a car

• Stopping distances at varied speeds

• Basic traffic laws

• Defensive driving

• Etc.

Examples of Essential Skills for Learning to Drive

• Shift gears appropriately

• Parallel park 

• Make appropriate turns based on

traffic patterns, signs, and, context

• Drive a straight line in reverse

• Correctly judge stopping distances

• Monitoring surroundings

• Etc…..
.
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Examples of Understandings for Learning to Drive

• Safe drivers obey traffic laws.

• Safe drivers attend to their own driving behaviors and to the behaviors of
other drivers.

• Safe drivers adapt to changing conditions.

Example Transfer Goal for Learning to Drive

The new driver will drive safely,

defensively, and adaptively when

there is no adult in the car.
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Elementary Science
• Concept: Cause and effect

• Lesson Topic:  States of Matter

• STUDENTS  WILL  UNDERSTAND  THAT…

– …science  is  governed  by  cause  and  effect  relationships  (Course)

– …temperature  affects/determines  the  state  of  matter  (lesson)

• STUDENTS WILL KNOW

– Definitions of atoms and molecules

– The states of matter

– The arrangement and movement of molecules in each state of matter

• STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO

– Illustrate the arrangement of molecules in each state of matter

– Describe how temperature affects the state of matter

– Evaluate how temperature affect the state of matter of a given object

Madison County, VA Teachers

Know:
Fiction,  Change,  Reader’s  Role,  Figures  of  Speech,  Elements

of Fiction

Understand:
Fiction is never an answer, always a question.
Fiction is always about change.
In  good  fiction,  the  reader  asks,  “What  if  I  were  the  character?    What  would  I  do?”
In  good  fiction,  the  reader  asks,  “What  motivates  human  beings  to  do  what  they  do?”
Through good fiction, readers try on lives to see which one fits.
In good fiction, the epiphany is a sudden breakthrough of understanding—of 

self-awareness.
Good fiction changes readers.

Do:
Use the strategies of a successful reader 
Support,  illustrate,  and/or  refute  the  unit’s  principles  in  a  blog  or  vlog  

KUDs for Literature

Principles derived from Past Perfect, Present Tense by Richard Peck, New York: Dial, pp. 1-3

What’s  the  comparison  between  this  as  a  starting  point  for  differentiation  vs.
a list of terms, skills, worksheets, or chapter questions?












